
 大規模水害時における広域避難の検討について “Tokyo My Timeline” 

Complete set of “Tokyo My Timeline” 

Stickers Guidebook for elementary school-aged children 
(elementary school version only) 

My Timeline Sheet Guidebook 

Case 

１ 

Available for distribution 
from the beginning of June 



○ Targets a wide range of generations 

⇒ Designed to allow a wide range of generations, from children, who 
will be important players in disaster prevention in the future, to 
adults, to create their timelines    

 
 

 

 

○ Can be created according to regional characteristics 

⇒ Respond to various types of wind and flood  
damage that may occur in various places in Tokyo 

⇒ Also give thought to the perspective of mutual  
assistance to help one another in communities 

 

○ Designed to allow many people to easily created 

⇒ Organize action to prepare for possible weather  
phenomenon around you 

⇒ Consider individual differences in the size of characters and color 
codes, as well as posting voice codes 

Features of “Tokyo My Timeline" 
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Rivers 

Landslides 
Storm 
surges 

 Torrential rains 
in a short 

period 

Prolonged 
heavy rains 

Approaching 
typhoons 

Enable to Create timelines according to 
weather phenomena and regional 

characteristics 

Prepared 5 types: For elementary school (lower/upper 
grades), junior high school, high school, and adults 
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My Timeline Sheet 

Local weather phenomenon 

Approaching typhoons 

Prolonged heavy rains 

Torrential rains in a short period 

○ Use action stickers to create a personal timeline for each person 
⇒ Check hazard map and information for severe weather preparation and think about the 

timing for evacuation  

⇒ Plan out your own and your family's actions based on each type of situation 

⇒ Arrange activities for each area, including calls to the neighborhood to evacuate 

Sheets providing 
information required to 
prepare for damage from 
wind and floods 

3 sheets 

Sheets with necessary 
information 

３ 

Check the hazard 
map and find out 
the house is in 
danger of flood Since mom needs to 

evacuate early, we start 
to prepare to leave as 
soon as an early advisory 
is announced! 

Let my sister know 
we will be staying at 
her house from now 

Have mom, who 
needs more time, 
evacuate earlier 

Call for people in 
the neighborhood 
to evacuate to the 
extent that it does 
not affect my own 
evacuation efforts 

Use the hazard 
map to check that 
my sister's house 
is not flooded 

Start evacuating after 
calling for others in the 
neighborhood to evacuate 



Guidebook for creating timelines 
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○ Understand background on 
wind and flood damage 
⇒ Wind and flood damage likely to 

occur in Tokyo 
⇒ Wind and flood damage 

mechanisms 
⇒ Past wind and flood damage in 

Tokyo, etc. 
 

○ Create My Timeline 
⇒ How to check disaster risk 
⇒ Methods to collect information 

for severe weather preparation 
⇒ Check how to’s on: 

・Evacuation locations 
・Evacuation timing 
・Local action, etc. 

４ 



Distribution of digital version 
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○ Distribution of multilingual digital version 
 ⇒ Users can create and store My Timeline from smartphones 

or PCs 
５ 

Available for distribution 
from mid-June 



 大規模水害時における広域避難の検討について Distribution of "Flood Risk Map" 

⇒  Addition of functions to the “Disaster Preparedness Tokyo” app to confirm potential flood 
risks in Tokyo  

 

  

 

 

⇒ Displays the inundation depths at expected inundation areas of rivers and during storm 
surges in an easy-to-understand way 

Expected inundation areas of rivers, expected inundation areas during storm surges, 
sediment disaster (special) prone areas 

Verifiable flood risks 

○ Installed on  
“Disaster Preparedness Tokyo” app 

６ 

Available for distribution 
from mid-June 


